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Nikon Z mount system, designed to
deliver new imaging possibilities
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The Z mount system is more than a mirrorless camera system. It is Nikonʼs answer to

#CreateYourLight
Discover the capabilities of the Z Series and peer through the lens
of our talented community of photographers. Follow
their first experiences with Z Series kit, gain insight into
on-location shoots and transfer the knowledge gained
into shooting firsthand. Check out our knowledge hub:
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SERIES

THE PERFECTIONISTS
Create your images in a realm of unprecedented realism.

NEW

Featuring 45.7 effective megapixels in a compact body,
the Z 7 series fully exploits the unprecedented optical
performance offered by the NIKKOR Z lenses and
delivers overwhelming edge-to-edge detail in both stills
and videos.
The Z 7 II is the next evolution of the award-winning Z 7,
boasting superior subject acquisition, high resolution and
robust reliability.

FX format, 45.7 MP

FX format, 45.7 MP

64–25600 ISO, improved
low-light ISO performance

64–25600 ISO

4K/60p movie

4K/30p movie

10 fps, 113 JPEG/
77 RAW images per burst

9 fps, 25 JPEG/
23 RAW images per burst

493 focus points, enhanced
subject tracking

493 focus points

Dual EXPEED 6 processors

EXPEED 6 processor

Dual card slots for UHS-II SD
and XQD or CFexpress

Single XQD card slot

Improved battery life
See p20-21

SERIES
NEW

THE ALL-ROUNDERS
Blazing burst speeds, brilliant low-light performance.
Designed with a compact body, while providing superior
high-sensitivity performance and outstanding video
features, the Z 6 series excels in a broad range of
shooting scenarios.
Building upon the Z 6’s success, the Z 6 II offers the ability
to produce professional-grade cinematic videos, and
powerful performance when capturing still moments.

FX format, 24.5 MP

FX format, 24.5 MP

100–512000 ISO, improved
low-light ISO performance

100–51200 ISO

4K/60p* movie

4K/30p movie

14 fps, 200 JPEG/
124 RAW images per burst

12 fps, 44 JPEG/
35 RAW images per burst

273 focus points, enhanced subject tracking

273 focus points

Dual EXPEED 6 processors

EXPEED 6 processor

Dual card slots for UHS-II SD
and XQD or CFexpress

Single XQD card slot

Improved battery life
* Available from February 2021 with
firmware update.

See p22-23

THE CATALYST

FX format

Welcome to the beauty of full-frame photography.
The Z 5 is tough, light, beautifully easy to handle, and
compatible with a universe of compact full-frame lenses,
giving you a whole new range of possibilities.

24.3 MP
100–51200 ISO
4K movie
4.5 fps
273 focus points

See p24

THE FREE SPIRIT

DX format

Fast, powerful, and easy to use. Make it your kind of perfect.
Small in size but big in image quality, the Z 50 helps you
discover new enjoyment in making stunning images just
as you envision them.
4

See p25

20.9 MP
100–51200 ISO
4K movie
11 fps
209 focus points

© Marie Bärsch

© Marie Bärsch

© Marie Bärsch

MARIE BÄRSCH

instagram @marieb.photography
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“The Nikon Z 7 II is a
camera I can count on,
both for my personal work
and in my professional
everyday shooting.”

I’ve always been impressed with the stellar ergonomics of the Z series’ products. It was the design, in particular, that stood out
to me when shooting with the Z 7 II, with the new battery grip helping keep the camera firm and steady. Every button is where
it is supposed to be and the camera feels great in my hands. It’s very simple to use, with the menu system making everything
easy to find. For me, a camera needs to be a tool which helps me with my work without getting in the way, and the Z 7 II does
exactly this, while capturing images with such sharpness and depth. I can also rely on its AF performance, which is always on
point. The Nikon Z 7 II is a camera I can count on, both for my personal work and in my professional everyday shooting.
7
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MARSEL VAN OOSTEN

instagram @marselvanoosten
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“Having used the Z 7
in dusty Madagascar,
I know it can handle
the conditions”

When I first laid my hands on the Z 7, I was instantly impressed by how balanced it felt. The reason for this is the beefy grip,
so the camera doesn’t feel like a mini D-SLR. Getting started was easy, because all the buttons are where you would expect
them. The viewfinder of a D-SLR shows you what the scene looks like, but an EVF shows you what your image is going to look
like when using your current settings: what you see is what you get. This is a completely different way of taking photographs.
Having used the Z 7 for a couple of weeks in dusty Madagascar, I know it can handle the conditions. It is a real joy to shoot,
and because both the camera and NIKKOR Z lenses are so compact and lightweight, I always find a spot in my camera bag
to bring it on my travels.
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© Francois Lamoureux

FRANCOIS LAMOUREUX

instagram @loeildanslaboite
Note: Example images taken from video.
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“I didn’t previously use
autofocus when shooting,
but the efficiency of the eye
detection when capturing
video is so impressive. I can
now concentrate on the
couple and my framing.”

In my experience the NIKKOR Z lenses are second to none. I love the rendering of the 35mm f/1.8 S in particular –
this lens never leaves my side. The sharpness is incredible at all apertures and it enables you to take smooth and
silent shots, something that is essential for wedding photography. Accompanying the Z lenses, the Z 6II is an
incredible camera. Firstly, the colour rendering associated with ProRes RAW is really great, while the camera’s
impressive dynamic range means it works well in low-light situations. The dual card slots are also a guarantee of
security, helping relieve the stress that can be experienced on a wedding day shoot. And, finally; I didn’t previously
use autofocus when shooting, but the efficiency of the eye detection when capturing video is so impressive. I can
now concentrate on the couple and my framing, rather than having to worry about focusing the shot. This camera
is now an essential part of my kit bag.
11
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DOMINIQUE CHERRY

instagram @domcherry
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“My approach is fresh,
spirited and compelling
through use of natural light
and that is why I have
chosen the Z 6.”

I am an Australian-based, food and lifestyle photographer who has documented life stories for the past 15 years. With
an unyielding lust for capturing candid moments, my approach is fresh, spirited and compelling through use of natural
light and that is why I have chosen the Z 6. Being light, the Z 6 travels well and feels like an extension of myself, making
it easier to blend into my surroundings. It has fantastic image quality and is excellent in low light, which suits my
restaurant shoots. Eye-detection AF makes capture of moving subjects in lifestyle photography or busy kitchens better,
and in-body stabilisation makes handheld practical for me. It is very attainable and versatile, and has been instrumental
in helping me capture images that have energy in themselves and that tell a story.
13
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JORDI KOALITIC

instagram @jordi.koalitic
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“I’ve been particularly
impressed with the
camera in low-light
conditions.”

The Z 5 is a product in its own league. It’s an incredibly versatile and creative tool – offering artistic license to anyone
who uses it. I like to shoot everyday objects and make them appear spectacular, which is something this camera
makes easy. At the push of a button it captures crisp and beautiful imagery which suits my photography style
perfectly. Its resistant and lightweight body also means it’s a great camera to have with you when on the move,
which is essential for me. I’ve been particularly impressed with the camera in low-light conditions. The wide ISO range
means you don’t have to worry about losing the light or shooting in a dark space – the images are still so impressive
and clear. Whether I am shooting stills or moving objects, I’m always excited to see the results it produces.
15
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ALEX STEAD

instagram
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@alex_stead

“For a new photographer
starting out, the Z 50 is
definitely the one to look at.”

I had the incredible opportunity to take the Z 50 on an Italian road trip. When I first unboxed it, I was impressed with
how small and lightweight it was. I couldn’t think of any better combination to go on an adventure with. The Z 50
still had the ergonomics I love about Nikon cameras. I felt it kept up with what I wanted to do in Italy. The two kit
lenses provided the focal length I needed, from wide-angle images to zoomed-in details. I was impressed with not
just the photo quality, but also the 4K video. For a new photographer starting out, or wanting to upgrade to
mirrorless, the Z 50 is definitely the one to look at.
17

Z SYSTEM T EC H N OLOGY
Expanding potential with the Z mount

Technologies for camera bodies

Nikon Z mount system puts the future of imaging in focus

Image sensors that maximise next-level optical performance

Nikon has invested a century of accumulated optical knowhow and its outstanding processing and manufacturing technologies into the
new Z mount system, in order to take images into a new era. Whether in stills or movies, the new system captures what’s in front of the
camera with extraordinary realism, offering the same kind of high resolution and tonal gradation that we enjoy with our own eyes.

The image sensors of the Z-series cameras maximise both the optical performance of the
lens and processing capacity. They work effectively with each NIKKOR Z lens to bring out its
pure performance, functioning together with the image processor as a total imaging
system.

Large lens mount with 55-mm inner diameter and short 16-mm flange focal distance
How did we achieve the impressive new-dimensional optical performance of the Z mount? The optimum solution we arrived at was
to combine a 55-mm inner mount diameter with a 16-mm flange focal distance. This combination offers enormous flexibility in optical
design, giving the Z mount system huge potential to exceed photographers’ demands and expectations not just for the present day,
but also well into the future. The development of an ultrafast lens that had been previously impossible to produce was also made
possible.

High-speed, large-volume communication that enables accurate frame-by-frame processing
This new mount was developed to be compatible with the high-speed, large-capacity communication of extremely detailed
information that is essential for enhancing the quality of expression as an imaging system. Minutely detailed communication of
diversified lens data between the camera body and lens contributes to the most effective AF adjustments and image processing for
each frame, resulting in images with a much greater sense of realism.

Dramatically improved movie performance
The high image quality realised with the Z mount system also applies to movie recording.
Various features enabling smooth video expression are available, such as a control ring,
reduced operational sound and effective focus-breathing compensation.

High-performance engine optimal for a high-pixel-count image sensor
The EXPEED 6 image-processing engine employed by the Z series models makes the
experience of using them close to the feel that professional D-SLR users enjoy. It processes
a range of information in a fast and faithful manner that feels more natural to users.

Robustness that enables shooting in varied conditions
The Z series aims to offer the same reliability as conventional D-SLRs in order to give users
the confidence to take advantage of the system’s lighter weight, and produce higher-quality
images in a wider range of scenarios. The Nikon name is synonymous with reliability, and
it’s a quality that is evident in the stylish exterior of the Z series.

High-magnification, high-resolution electronic viewfinder offering a
natural-looking view
Nikon harnessed its rich optical technologies and various display technologies to create an
electronic viewfinder (EVF) that is extremely comfortable to utilise. With approx. 0.8x
magnification, the EVF provides a wide view, letting users immerse themselves in the scene.

Highly accurate hybrid AF, effective for both stills and movies
The Z series employs a hybrid AF system, which uses a combination of focal-plane phasedetection AF and contrast-detect AF. One of the major benefits of this system is the wide
coverage provided by focus points in the image area. In the Z series models, this is
significantly increased to approx. 90% when single-point AF is used.

Eye-detection AF/Animal-detection AF for natural portraits
These functions automatically detect and track the eyes of both human subjects and pets,
enabling the capture of impressive portraits without worrying about keeping focus. When
shooting video, the camera will also continue to recognise their eyes or faces.
18
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NEW

Nikonʼs first FX-format mirrorless camera with
45.7 effective megapixels gets the most out
of the NIKKOR Z lensesʼ unprecedented
optical performance

High-resolution, FX-format mirrorless
camera maximising unbridled power and
speed to enrich your creativity further

•		Nikon FX-format, backside illumination CMOS

sensor featuring 45.7 effective megapixels and
ISO 64-25600 (expandable to ISO 32-102400
equivalent).

•

		Dual EXPEED 6 image-processing engines allow
continuous shooting at approx. 10 fps*1 with AE/
AF tracking for up to approx. 77 shots*2.

•

		493-point*3 hybrid AF system enables accurate
focus across 90% of the frame.

•		Enhanced Eye-Detection AF and Animal-

•		USB power delivery supported during

•		Nikon FX-format, backside illumination CMOS

shooting.

sensor features 45.7 effective megapixels and
focal-plane phase-detection AF pixels.

•		Support for MB-N11 vertical-shooting

•		EXPEED 6 image-processing engine supports a

battery pack.

standard sensitivity range of ISO 64-25600
(expandable to ISO 32-102400 equivalent).

*1 In high-speed continuous shooting (extended) using
single-point AF.
*2 When using 12-bit uncompressed RAW with Sony
CEB-G128 CFexpress card in use.
*3 In FX format with single-point AF.
*4 Optional with charge.
*5 Based on CIPA Standards. This value is achieved when
NIKKOR Z 24-70mm f/4 S is attached, with zoom set at the
maximum telephoto position.

•		493-point* hybrid AF system enables accurate
1

focus across 90% of the frame.

•		Eye-Detection AF function automatically detects
and focuses on human eyes (with firmware ver.
2.0).

detection AF with wide-area AF option available
for both stills and videos.

•		Picture Control System featuring mid-range

•		Full-frame 4K UHD/60p video recording.
•		12-bit RAW video output* and 10-bit HLG/N-Log.
•		Picture Control System featuring mid-range

sharpening parameter and 20 additional
Creative Picture Control options.

4

•		Full-frame 4K UHD/30p video recording.
•		Approx. 3690k-dot OLED electronic viewfinder.
•		10-bit HDMI output with N-Log.
•		In-camera vibration reduction (VR) mechanism

sharpening parameter and 20 additional
Creative Picture Control options.

•		Dual memory card slots supporting CFexpress
(Type B)/XQD and UHS-II SD cards.

with an effect equivalent to a shutter speed
5.0 stops*2 faster.

•

		Approx. 3690k-dot Quad-VGA electronic
viewfinder (EVF).

•		High-speed continuous shooting up to approx.

•

		In-camera vibration reduction (VR) mechanism
with an effect equivalent to a shutter speed
5.0 stops*5 faster.

9 fps*3.

•		Interval timer photography that makes 8K timelapse movie creation*4 possible.

genderless NIKKOR Z 85mm f/1.8 S
20

*1 In FX format with single-point AF.
*2 Based on CIPA Standards. This value is achieved when NIKKOR Z
24-70mm f/4 S is attached, with zoom set at the maximum telephoto
position.
*3 When using 12-bit RAW, JPEG or TIFF in high-speed continuous
shooting (extended). AE is fixed at the first frame.
*4 Third-party software is required

© Marie Bärsch

genderless NIKKOR Z 70-200mm f/2.8 VR S

© Chris McLennan
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NEW

For all your creative desires —
Multifunctional FX-format mirrorless camera
with excellent high-sensitivity performance
and video features

All-round hybrid mirrorless camera that
lets you immerse yourself comfortably in
your shooting

•		Nikon FX-format, backside illumination CMOS

sensor featuring 24.5 effective megapixels and
ISO 100-51200 (expandable to ISO 50-204800
equivalent).

•

		Dual EXPEED 6 image-processing engines allow
continuous shooting at approx. 14 fps*1 with AE/
AF tracking for up to approx. 124 shots*2.

•		273-point*

3
hybrid AF system enables accurate
focus across 90% of the frame.

•		Enhanced Eye-Detection and Animal-detection

•		USB power delivery supported during

• Nikon FX-format, backside illumination CMOS

shooting.

sensor features 24.5 effective megapixels and
focal-plane phase-detection AF pixels.

•		Support for MB-N11 vertical-shooting

• EXPEED 6 image-processing engine supports a

battery pack.

standard sensitivity range of ISO 100-51200
(expandable to ISO 50-204800 equivalent).

*1 In high-speed continuous shooting (extended) using
single-point AF.
*2 When using 12-bit lossless compressed RAW (L) with Sony
CEB-G128 CFexpress card in use.
*3 In FX format with single-point AF.
*4 Available from February 2021 with firmware update.
*5 Optional with charge.
*6 Based on CIPA Standards. This value is achieved when
NIKKOR Z 24-70mm f/4 S is attached, with zoom set at the
maximum telephoto position.

• 273-point* hybrid AF system enables accurate
1

focus across 90% of the frame.

• Eye-Detection AF function automatically detects
and focuses on human eyes (with firmware ver.
2.0).

AF with wide-area AF option available for both
stills and videos.

•
•		12-bit RAW video output*

• Full-frame 4K UHD/30p video recording with
full-pixel readout.

		Full-frame 4K UHD/60p*4 video
5

• 10-bit HDMI output with N-Log.
• Picture Control System featuring mid-range

and 10-bit HLG/N-

Log.

•		Automatic in-camera time-lapse movie

sharpening parameter and 20 additional
Creative Picture Control options.

generation with interval-timer photography.

•		Dual memory card slots supporting CFexpress

• High-speed continuous shooting up to approx.

•		Approx. 3690k-dot Quad-VGA electronic

• Approx. 3690k-dot Quad-VGA electronic

•		In-camera vibration reduction (VR) mechanism

• In-camera vibration reduction (VR) mechanism

(Type B)/XQD and UHS-II SD cards.

12 fps*2.

viewfinder (EVF).

viewfinder (EVF).

with an effect equivalent to a shutter speed 5.0
stops*6 faster.

with an effect equivalent to a shutter speed
5.0 stops*3 faster.

genderless NIKKOR Z 24mm f/1.8 S
22

*1 In FX format with single-point AF.
*2 When using 12-bit RAW, JPEG or TIFF in high-speed continuous
shooting (extended). AE is fixed at the first frame.
*3 Based on CIPA Standards. This value is achieved when NIKKOR Z
24-70mm f/4 S is attached, with zoom set at the maximum telephoto
position.

© Ronan Mckenzie

genderless

NIKKOR Z 50mm f/1.8 S © Brandon Woelfel
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Nikonʼs first DX-format mirrorless camera
featuring exceptional rendering
performance and a broad range of
expressions, concentrated in a compact,
lightweight yet durable body

FX-format mirrorless camera inheriting the
outstanding expressive performance and
reliability of the Z mount system without
any compromise

• Nikon DX-format, CMOS sensor features 20.9

•		Nikon FX-format CMOS sensor featuring
24.3 effective megapixels.

effective megapixels and focal-plane phasedetection AF pixels.

•		EXPEED 6 image-processing engine supports a

• EXPEED 6 image-processing engine supports a

standard sensitivity range of ISO 100-51200
(expandable to ISO 50-102400 equivalent).

standard sensitivity range of ISO 100-51200 (up
to ISO 25600 for movie recording).

•		273-point* hybrid AF system enables accurate
1

• 209-point

hybrid AF system offers wide AF
coverage in the frame – approx. 87% horizontal
and 85% vertical.
*1

focus across 90% of the frame.

•		Eye-Detection AF and Animal-Detection AF

automatically detect and focus on the eyes of
human subjects and pets.

• Eye-Detection AF*

function automatically detects
and focuses on human eyes.
2

•		4K UHD/30p video recording.
•		Simultaneous recording of a time-lapse movie

• 180° tilting monitor makes selfie shooting fun and
easy.

during interval timer shooting.

•		20 Creative Picture Controls with customisable

• Picture Control System featuring mid-range

•		Approx. 3690k-dot Quad-VGA electronic

• Full-frame 4K UHD (3840 x 2160)/30p video

sharpening parameter and 20 additional
Creative Picture Control options.

effect level adjustments.
viewfinder (EVF).

delivers clear and sharp footage.

•		In-camera vibration reduction (VR) mechanism

• Approx. 2360k-dot electronic viewfinder (EVF).
• High-speed continuous shooting up to approx.

with an effect equivalent to a shutter speed
5.0 stops*2 faster.

11 fps*3.

•		USB power delivery supported during shooting.
•		Double SD card slots

• Manual-popup, built-in flash with a guide

*1 In FX format with single-point AF.
*2 Based on CIPA Standards. This value is achieved when
NIKKOR Z 24-70mm f/4 S is attached, with zoom set at the
maximum telephoto position.

*1 In DX format with single-point AF.
*2 When using auto-area AF in still photography.
*3 When using a mechanical shutter, in continuous high (extended)
and NEF (12-bit RAW) + JPEG.

number of approx. 7/22 (m/ft).

genderless NIKKOR Z 24-50mm f/4-6.3
24
14

© Mattia Bonavida

genderless NIKKOR Z DX 16-50mm f/3.5-6.3 VR

© Shawn Corrigan
25
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Vlogger Kit

Essential Movie Kit

Vlog like a pro.
The Z 50 Vlogger Kit gives you all
the tools you need to create
video that looks and sounds
great. Whether you’re stepping
up your vlogging game or just
starting out, this kit will help you
tell better stories.

More freedom to create.
Whether you’re a pro or just
starting out, the Nikon Z 6
Essential Movie Kit gives you the
core tools you need to take your
video content to the next level.
With a base this strong and
flexible, where you go next is
anywhere you want.

• You can record 4K/UHD footage at 30p, and

shoot slow-motion video in Full HD. The Hybrid
AF (autofocus) system is fast, precise, silky
smooth—and whisper-quiet, which is ideal when
you don’t want to distract your subject.

• The lightweight Z 50 body is easy to carry and

boasts a strong magnesium-alloy top and front.
The NIKKOR Z DX 16-50mm f/3.5-6.3 VR lens
captures wide-angle to portrait views and is
ultra-flat when retracted.

• Flip down or tilt the Z 50’s large, high-resolution

monitor to shoot footage that frames you
perfectly. Smartphone-style touch controls make
shooting easy, and you can add your own twist
with a range of creative in-camera effects.

• Fast Wi-Fi and Bluetooth connections let you

shoot a 4K/UHD clip, trim it in-camera, send to
your mobile and upload a post. All without
missing a beat. Nikon’s SnapBridge app makes it
easy to share video on the go.

• You can attach the included Manfrotto mini

tripod with the Z 50’s flip-down monitor in the
vlogging/selfie position. There’s also a cold-shoe
mount for a mic or lights.

• To capture professional-sounding audio for your

vlog, simply attach the included compact Rode
mic to your Nikon Z 50. This directional mic
records high-quality sound with little to no
peripheral noise. Also included are a deluxe furry
windshield, a Rycote Lyre shock mount, and a
3.5 mm TRS patch cable.

•

26

Professional-looking vlogs are easy with the
Nikon Z 50. The camera’s large sensor, wide Z
mount, and included 16-50 mm lens combine to
give your vlogs incredible sharpness, depth, and
colour.

• The portable Manfrotto mini tripod is easy to use
one-handed. Simply push a button to position
the camera, or fold the legs together to create a
handgrip for roving shots. The sleek Italian
design ensures your kit looks as good as your
vlogs!

• The Nikon Z 6 delivers exquisite 4K footage

oversampled from 6K with full-pixel readout. You
can shoot ultra-high-quality video at any frame
rate, and in-camera five-axis optical Vibration
Reduction (VR) works in tandem with electronic
VR for rock-steady shots. Atomos open protocol
is supported to enable seamless integration of
the included Atomos Ninja V.*1

• With the FTZ Mount Adapter attached to your

camera, you’re free to use F-mount NIKKOR
lenses. There’s no loss of image quality. Plus
non-VR lenses will find new levels of sharpness
with in-camera VR.

• The Z mount system lets you use a wide range of
cine lenses. From your favourite prime to the
zoom recommended in class. All you need is the
right mount adapter.*2

• Benefit from flexible monitoring and recording in

edit-ready ProRes and DNxHR formats. Record in
4K 10-bit with N-log. Or simultaneously record
uncompressed 8-bit 4K/UHD movie files to the
memory card and the included Atomos Ninja V.
When you output 12-bit RAW video straight from
the camera to the Atomos, the video stream is
recorded as ProRes RAW. Giving you maximum
flexibility when grading.

• The SmallRig camera cage and top-mounting

grip handle feature mounting holes in two sizes,
and holes for locating Arri-compatible extension
blocks. The camera cage boasts a built-in
Manfrotto-compatible quick-release system, so
you can transfer to and from tripods or
monopods in seconds.

• Mount your Atomos Ninja V to the camera cage

with the magic arm clamp. Adjust the twin
ballhead screw clamps for rock-steady
monitoring at any angle. A central wingnut locks
and releases the whole arm.

• 2x 5600 mAh batteries and a fast charger keep
your Atomos running. An additional EN-EL15b
battery ensures your Nikon Z 6 is always ready
for the next take. A power adapter is included,
as is a caddy for your hard drive.

*1 NINJA, ATOMOS are registered
trademarks of ATOMOS.
*2 Adapters are available from
third-party suppliers.
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N IKKOR Z L E N S E S
NIKKOR Z Lens Category Map
Top of the S-Line models: the
culmination of the NIKKOR quest
for groundbreaking optical
performance
NIKKOR Z 58mm f/0.95 S Noct

NIKKOR Z 20mm f/1.8 S

NIKKOR Z 50mm f/1.2 S

NIKKOR Z 24mm f/1.8 S

These lenses have the ability to
depict subjects in ways that have
never been seen before, including
by rendering them with an
extremely shallow depth of field.

NIKKOR Z 35mm f/1.8 S

S-Line

Versatile lenses offering a new
dimension in optical performance

NIKKOR Z 50mm f/1.8 S

NIKKOR Z 85mm f/1.8 S

Designed exclusively for the Nikon Z mount system, featuring a larger lens mount
The NIKKOR Z lenses adopt the Nikon Z mount system that features completely new specifications such as a large
inner diameter of 55 mm and a short flange focal distance of 16 mm. These specifications realise much higher
flexibility in lens design that enables the pursuit of new-dimensional optical performance.
While greatly expanding the range of image expression, the NIKKOR Z lenses provide remarkable potential and
possibilities by integrating traditional optical technologies consecutively inherited from the NIKKOR concept with the
dynamism of Nikonʼs constantly advancing technologies.

NIKKOR Z 14-24mm f/2.8 S

NIKKOR Z 24-70mm f/2.8 S NIKKOR Z 70-200mm f/2.8 VR S

NIKKOR Z 14-30mm f/4 S

NIKKOR Z 24-70mm f/4 S

Multi-focusing system that enhances imaging performance

Well-balanced, high-performance
lenses

Other lenses

Via the combination of multiple AF drive units, the position of the focus groups is precisely
controlled, for extremely accurate and high-speed AF control. Also, by effectively reducing
aberrations, superb imaging performance is delivered across the entire shooting range
including close distances.

SR lens for reduced chromatic aberration
Without ARNEO Coat

Reflected lig ht

ARNEO Coat for superior ghost and flare reduction

Conventional
multilay er coating

ARNEO Coat is an anti-reflective coating system attaining ultra-low reflectance for incident
light reaching the lens surface from a vertical direction. Utilised with Nano Crystal Coat,
clear and crisp images with minimal ghost and flare effects can be reliably captured even
when a light source is located within the frame.

Lens

Large-diameter ground aspherical lens element for effective
aberration correction
While providing a uniformly precise lens surface, glass material with a high refractive index
that was previously considered difficult to employ for moulded-glass aspherical lenses is
utilised to effectively compensate various lens aberrations with improved corrective capability.
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NIKKOR Z 24-50mm f/4-6.3

NIKKOR Z 24-200mm f/4-6.3 VR

These lenses strike an optimum
balance between advanced
functionality, compactness and
cost effectiveness, while retaining
the basic concept of the S-Line
series.

NIKKOR Z DX 16-50mm f/3.5-6.3 VR

NIKKOR Z DX 50-250mm f/4.5-6.3 VR

High-performance teleconverters
These teleconverters increase the
focal length of the main lens by
1.4× and 2.0× respectively,
enhancing the enjoyment of
telephoto/super-telephoto
shooting

Inciden t light

Teleconverters

Nikon's original SR (Short-wavelength Refractive) lens is a high- and specialised-dispersion
glass lens featuring characteristics to greatly refract light with wavelengths shorter than
that of blue. By controlling short-wavelength light, light of various specific wavelengths can
be more effectively collected for highly precise chromatic aberration compensation.

These lenses bring a higher level
of imaging power, achieving
superior reproduction with high
resolution even at the periphery
of the image, and utilising the full
potential of the lens at maximum
aperture, for any subject.

Z TELECONVERTER TC-1.4×*

Z TELECONVERTER TC-2.0×*

* Compatible with NIKKOR Z 70-200mm f/2.8 VR S

ARNEO Coat
Inciden t light

Optical performance for the next generation: NIKKOR Z lens S-Line

Reflected lig ht

For the S-Line series of the NIKKOR Z lenses, a much higher level of standards of design
principles, and quality control that is even stricter than Nikonʼs long-inherited standards are newly
established. The designation "S-Line" is reserved only for lenses that have cleared these more
rigorous standards for evaluating various factors such as MTF curves, bokeh characteristics and
movie performance.

ARNEO Coat
Lens
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NIKKOR Z 50mm f/1.2 S
A fast, f/1.2 standard prime AF lens that realises the highest level of
optical performance of the S-Line in both stills and videos
• The fast maximum aperture of f/1.2 delivers dramatic image expression
with superb definition and smooth, beautiful bokeh.
• Clear and crisp, high-resolution images with minimal aberration can be
captured thanks to an ideal lens construction.
• Beautiful gradation of the degree of
bokeh from the sharply focused focal
plane brings effective emphasis to the
primary subject.
• Nano Crystal Coat and ARNEO Coat
ensure clear, sharp images even under
harsh backlit conditions.
• Multi-focusing system with stepping
motors enables fast and accurate AF
even at f/1.2 aperture.
• Great movie recording performance is
attained by intensive consideration even
of details.

camera Z 7 © Christian Ammann
camera Z 7 © Kyoko Munakata

NIKKOR Z 58mm f/0.95 S Noct

NIKKOR Z 20mm f/1.8 S

Top-of-the-S-Line, manual-focus lens with f/0.95 maximum aperture that unlocks the full potential of the Z mount

Fast, ultrawide-angle lens providing superb rendering performance with
its high resolving power throughout the entire shooting range
• Dynamic photo expression with an ultrawide angle of view can be enjoyed
in high resolution.

FX-FORMAT NIKKOR Z LENSES

• Outstanding resolving power is achieved from the maximum
aperture by intensively compensating the various aberrations.

• Small light sources even at the periphery are faithfully reproduced as point
images.

• An optimum continuity of bokeh that gently transforms from the
sharply focused plane is attained.

• Multi-focusing system delivers superb
imaging performance by effectively
reducing aberrations.

• A highly accurate, large-diameter ground aspherical lens
element effectively compensates various lens aberrations.

• Nano Crystal Coat effectively reduces
ghost and flare, resulting in clear images.

• Nano Crystal Coat and ARNEO Coat enable the capture of
clear images with minimal ghost and flare effects.

• Easy-to-operate control ring enables
comfortable still and movie shooting.

• Comfortable shooting operation with the high-precision focus
ring and the control ring.

• Excellent movie recording performance is
achieved by intensive consideration even
of details.

• A lens information panel and lens Fn button.
• Fluorine coat for enhanced antifouling performance.

camera Z 7 © Taylor Gray
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NIKKOR Z 24mm f/1.8 S

NIKKOR Z 50mm f/1.8 S

Fast, wide-angle prime lens that enables rendering of details with
superior resolution throughout the frame at any shooting distance

A fast prime lens with superior reproduction capability that redefines
perceptions of what a 50mm f/1.8 lens can do
• High resolving power, soft and beautiful bokeh characteristics, intensively
reduced axial chromatic aberration, and superb point-image reproduction.

• Higher shutter speeds can be used even for indoor and dark scenes to
minimise image blur.

• Nano Crystal Coat ensures clear, sharp rendering even under backlit
conditions.

• Superb imaging performance is delivered throughout the shooting range
with the multi-focusing system.

• Powerful stepping motor (STM) that
enables quiet AF shooting while
ensuring high optical performance.

• Nano Crystal Coat effectively reduces
ghost and flare, resulting in clear images.
• Small light sources even at the periphery
are faithfully reproduced as point
images.

• Great movie recording performance is
attained by intensive consideration
even of details.

• Easy-to-operate control ring facilitates
comfortable still and movie shooting.

• The control ring enables comfortable
shooting with its superior operational
feel.

• Genuine movie recording performance is
achieved by intensive consideration even
of details.

camera Z 7 © Kenta Aminaka

camera Z 7 © Ong Ying Sin

NIKKOR Z 35mm f/1.8 S

NIKKOR Z 85mm f/1.8 S

A fast, wide-angle lens useful in a wide variety of situations,
delivering superior rendering that overwhelms other 35mm f/1.8 lenses

Fast, medium-telephoto prime lens ideal for portraits emphasising
subjects with natural bokeh and high resolution at the focal plane

• High resolving power, superb point-image reproduction, soft and natural
bokeh characteristics, and reduced axial chromatic aberration.

• Subjects can be effectively emphasised with a naturally blurred background.
• Exquisite circular bokeh with a clear and deep colour is attained even with
the maximum aperture.

FX-FORMAT NIKKOR Z LENSES

• Nano Crystal Coat ensures clear, sharp rendering even under backlit
conditions.
• Multi-focusing system contributes to
enhancing optical performance.

• Multi-focusing system delivers an
extremely sharp focal plane across the
entire shooting range.

• A stepping motor (STM) that enables
quiet and accurate AF control.

• Nano Crystal Coat ensures clear, sharp
rendering even under backlit conditions.

• Outstanding movie recording
performance is achieved by intensive
consideration even of details.

• Easy-to-operate control ring facilitates
comfortable still and movie shooting.
• Genuine movie recording performance
is achieved by intensive consideration
even of details.

• The control ring enables comfortable
shooting with its superior operational
feel.

camera Z 7 © Ross Harvey
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camera Z 7 © Chloé Lapeyssonnie
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NIKKOR Z 14-24mm f/2.8 S
Compact and lightweight, ultrawide-angle f/2.8 zoom lens that reaches a
whole new range of expression
• Outstanding agility is achieved with its extremely short and light body.
• Overwhelming rendering performance with high resolution even at
maximum aperture.
• Shallow depth of field with the f/2.8
aperture enables impressive bokeh
expression.
• Three aspherical lens elements realise
superior point-image reproduction.
• Excellent tolerance for backlight with
Nano Crystal Coat and ARNEO Coat.
• Support for two types of filters:
conventional screw-on filters and rear
gel filters.

The high-performance f/2.8 zoom lens trinity is now complete.
The new NIKKOR Z 14-24mm f/2.8 S, with the NIKKOR Z 24-70mm f/2.8 S and NIKKOR Z 70-200mm f/2.8 VR S cover from
ultrawide-angle 14 mm to telephoto 200 mm. Rendering far superior to conventional models realizes striking high-quality
images of diverse subjects and scenes from any angle of view, expanding image creation possibilities.

• Beautiful image expression is also
applied to video recording.
• Fluorine coat is applied to offer superb
antifouling performance.

camera Z 7 © Adrien Barakat

NIKKOR Z 70-200mm
f/2.8 VR S

NIKKOR Z 24-70mm f/2.8 S
Fast standard zoom realised as an ideal versatile lens that provides
overwhelming rendering quality, whatever the shooting scene

Fast telephoto zoom lens that strongly supports
exquisite image expression with outstanding
rendering performance

• Superior optical performance is attained with a light, compact body.

• Overwhelming optical performance with an SR lens, a
fluorite lens, six ED glass and two aspherical lens elements.
• Nano Crystal Coat and ARNEO Coat
ensure sharp and clear images
even under harsh conditions.
• VR system provides an effect equivalent
to a shutter speed 5.5 stops faster*.
• Multi-focusing system delivers an
extremely sharp focal plane across the
entire shooting range.
• Short minimum focus distance of
0.5 m at the wide-angle end.
• Genuine movie recording performance
is achieved by intensive consideration
even of details.
• Fluorine coat is applied to offer superb
antifouling performance.
• Compatible with Z TELECONVERTER
TC-1.4x and Z TELECONVERTER TC-2.0x.
See page 39 for more information.

• Multi-focusing system delivers an
extremely sharp focal plane across the
entire shooting range.

FX-FORMAT NIKKOR Z LENSES

• The large bokeh effect with the f/2.8
aperture, and the beautiful, natural
bokeh characteristics with minimum
colouring.
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• Genuine movie recording performance
is achieved by intensive consideration
even of details.
• Nano Crystal Coat and ARNEO Coat
ensure sharp and clear images even
under backlit conditions.
• Dedicated focus ring is adopted
independently of the control ring.
• Fluorine coat is applied to offer superb
antifouling performance.

* This value is achieved when attached to an FX-format camera,
and when zoom is set to the maximum telephoto position.

camera Z 7 © Ami Vitale

camera Z 7 © Chris McLennan
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NIKKOR Z 14-30mm f/4 S

NIKKOR Z 24-50mm f/4-6.3

Filter-attachable ultra-wide-angle zoom lens offering portability,
high image quality and expanded shooting possibilities

Standard zoom lens that delivers the high image quality of the Z system,
concentrated in a compact and lightweight body

• Light and compact body with retractable lens mechanism.

• Realises an extremely short length of only 51 mm and light weight of approx.
195 g.

• Superior optical performance with 4 ED glass and 4 aspherical lens
elements.

• Two ED glass elements effectively compensate chromatic aberration to
minimise colour bleeding.

• World's first* 14 mm filter-attachable
ultra-wide-angle zoom lens enables
more creative shooting by using filters.

• Short minimum focus distance of
0.35 m/1.15 ft across the entire zoom
range.

• Impressive movie recording performance
is attained by intensive consideration
even of details.

• Impressive movie recording
performance is realised by intensive
consideration even of details.

• The control ring enables comfortable
shooting with its superior operational
feel.

• Easy-to-operate control ring enables
comfortable shooting.

• Fluorine coat is applied to provide high
antifouling performance.

• Fluorine coat is applied to provide high
antifouling performance.

* Among full-frame (Nikon FX-format) interchangeable lenses for
digital cameras with interchangeable lenses with a focal range
beginning at 14 mm or lower, available as of January 8, 2019.
Statement based on Nikon research.

camera Z 7 © Jimmy McIntyre

NIKKOR Z 24-70mm f/4 S

NIKKOR Z 24-200mm f/4-6.3 VR

Portable, high-performance standard zoom lens, with superb rendering
that can transform every scene into a work of art

Light and compact, all-in-one zoom lens that enables the capture of
diverse scenes in everyday life

• Outstanding optical performance with one aspherical ED glass, one ED
glass and three aspherical lens elements.

• Compact design and wide zoom coverage are achieved in a well-balanced
way.

• Lightweight body employs a retractable lens mechanism for high portability
and superior operability.

• The optical system incorporating an aspherical ED glass element
demonstrates superior resolution.

• Impressive movie recording
performance is attained by intensive
consideration even of details.

• ARNEO Coat delivers clear images with
less ghost and flare.
• VR system provides an effect equivalent
to a shutter speed 5.0 stops faster*.

FX-FORMAT NIKKOR Z LENSES

• Nano Crystal Coat ensures clear, sharp
rendering even under backlit
conditions.

• Impressive movie recording performance
is realised by intensive consideration
even of details.

• The control ring enables comfortable
shooting with its superior operational
feel.

• Fluorine coat is applied to provide high
antifouling performance.

• Fluorine coat is applied to provide high
antifouling performance.

* This value is achieved when attached to an FX-format camera,
and when zoom is set to the maximum telephoto position

camera Z 7 © Tamara Lackey
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camera Z 5 © Mattia Bonavida

camera Z 6 © Céline Jentzsch
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NIKKOR Z DX 16-50mm f/3.5-6.3 VR

Z TELECONVERTER TC-1.4× / Z TELECONVERTER TC-2.0×

Easy-to-carry, DX-format standard zoom lens providing genuine performance
that facilitates shooting for amazing image quality anytime, anywhere

High-performance teleconverters that expand the telephoto shooting
range while utilising the potential of the main lens

• The adoption of a retractable-lens mechanism results in outstanding
portability.

• Increase the focal length of the main lens by 1.4× and 2.0× respectively,
enhancing the enjoyment of telephoto/super-telephoto shooting.

• Extremely short minimum focus distance of 0.2 m/0.66 ft
(at 24 mm zoom position).

• The superior rendering and AF/VR performance of the main lens is
consistently utilised.

• VR system provides an effect equivalent
to a shutter speed 4.5 stops faster*.

• Excellent dust- and drip-resistant performance and fluorine coat for enhanced
reliability.

• Genuine movie recording performance
is achieved by intensive consideration
even of details.

Note: When attaching these teleconverters to the main lens, effective aperture decreases by one stop (Z TELECONVERTER TC-1.4×)
or two stops (Z TELECONVERTER TC-2.0×).

Compatible lens:
NIKKOR Z 70-200mm f/2.8 VR S*
*Update of the camera’s firmware to the latest version is required.

Teleconverter examples

• Easy-to-operate control ring facilitates
comfortable still and movie shooting.
* This value is achieved when attached to a mirrorless camera
equipped with an APS-C size image sensor, and when zoom is set
to the maximum telephoto position.

Without teleconverter

With Z TELECONVERTER TC-1.4×

With Z TELECONVERTER TC-2.0×

camera Z 50 © Shawn Corrigan

FTZ Mount Adapter

NIKKOR Z DX 50-250mm
f/4.5-6.3 VR

The gateway to your F-mount lenses
The FTZ Mount Adapter allows long-time Nikon D-SLR users to continue utilizing their existing NIKKOR F lenses
seamlessly with the new Z mount mirrorless camera system. Shooting with AE is enabled with a total of approx.
360 types of NIKKOR F lens from AI type onwards, while shooting with AF/AE is available with over 90 types of
AF-P/AF-S/AF-I lenses.

DX-format telephoto zoom lens that enables the capture of diverse scenes
beautifully with a single lens utilising a wide zoom range and superior VR
effect

• Image quality and AF/AE performance equivalent to using NIKKOR F lenses with Nikon D-SLRs are ensured.
• In-camera VR of the Z 7II, Z 7, Z 6II, Z 6 and Z 5 is available when attaching a NIKKOR F CPU lens without

• Superb resolution is reliably provided from the maximum aperture regardless
of focal-length range or shooting
distance.

built-in VR.

• Movable parts and other sections are effectively sealed to enhance dust- and drip-resistant performance
equivalent to that of the Z 7II, Z 7, Z 6II, Z 6 and Z 5.

• VR system provides an effect equivalent
to a shutter speed 5.0 stops* faster.

• Exterior styling designed to match G-type NIKKOR lenses that do not have an aperture ring.
• Lightweight body is achieved without compromising durability using magnesium alloy for the barrel and
tripod socket.

• Short minimum focus distance of 0.5 m
(at 50 mm zoom position).

DX-FORMAT NIKKOR Z LENSES

FTZ Mount Adapter

Note: For details of supported features and incompatible lenses and accessories, refer to Nikon websites.

• Genuine movie recording performance
is achieved by intensive consideration
even of details.
• The adoption of a retractable-lens
mechanism ensures remarkable agility.
• Easy-to-operate control ring facilitates
comfortable still and movie shooting.
* This value is achieved when attached to a mirrorless camera
equipped with an APS-C size image sensor, and when zoom is set
to the maximum telephoto position.

F Lens

FTZ Mount Adapter

Z Camera

camera Z 50 © Gabriela Herman
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NIKKOR Z lens lineup expansion to 2022
N I K KO R Z L I N E U P

Kit information

Ver. 3.0 (to 2022)

Focal length

*Effective focal length in DX format.
FX

14 mm

24 mm

35 mm

50 mm

70 mm

85 mm

140 mm

200 mm

300 mm

400 mm

600 mm

800 mm

DX*

21 mm

36 mm

52.5 mm

75 mm

105 mm

127.5 mm

210 mm

300 mm

450 mm

600 mm

900 mm

1200 mm

Prime lenses

58mm
f/0.95

20mm
f/1.8

24mm
f/1.8

35mm
f/1.8

50mm
f/1.2

85mm

50mm
f/1.8

85mm
f/1.8

Micro
lenses

Compact
prime lenses

LENSES

Micro
50mm

Next, select one or multiple
lenses. Do you spend most
time shooting inside a studio
or outside in a city or the
mountains?

Micro
105mm

70-200mm f/2.8
Z TELECONVERTER

TC-1.4×
14-30mm f/4

First, pick the right camera for
your style of photography. Do
you need a full-frame camera?
Or will a cropped sensor
suffice?

600mm

40mm

14-24mm f/2.8 24-70mm f/2.8

Whether you are a beginner or a pro, a studio photographer, sports photographer or a
videographer, Nikon has put together the right kit for you. Kits consist out of a camera, one or
multiple lenses or optional accessories. Visit your local Nikon website for detailed information.
C A ME RA S

400mm

28mm

Find the kit that matches your style of photography

ACC E S SO RI E S
To finish off your kit, think
of what accessories you'd
like to be included that can
accompany you on your
photography and videography
journey.

24-70mm f/4
Z TELECONVERTER

TC-2.0×

Zoom lenses

24-105mm
100-400mm
24-50mm f/4-6.3

EXA MPLE KITS
24-200mm f/4-6.3

200-600mm
16-50mm f/3.5-6.3

50-250mm f/4.5-6.3

Z 7 II + 24-70mm + FTZ Adapter

Z 6 + Essential Movie Kit

18-140mm

Lenses already announced are indicated in blue.
Lenses to be announced are indicated in yellow.

The contents of this lineup are subject to change without any
notice or obligation on the part of the manufacturer.

As of October 14, 2020.
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Z 6 II + 24-200mm

Z 5 + 24-50mm + FTZ Adapter

Z 50 Vlogger Kit
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Total System Integration
SPEEDL IG HTS

This selection of Nikon
accessories provides tools that
work seamlessly with your
Nikon cameras for optimum
performance. Delivering a
high standard of quality to
help you realise your current
ideas and inspire new ones,
each accessory is designed to
withstand the most demanding
imaging conditions to assure the
utmost reliability for everyone
from beginners to professionals.

COMP U T E R RE L AT E D ACC E S SO RI E S

ViewNX-i*

Capture NX-D*

Camera Control Pro 2 *

*Can be downloaded from the Nikon website (free)

SB-5000

SB-700

SB-500

• SB-R200 Wireless Remote Speedlight
• SU-800 Wireless Speedlight Commander

S M ART D EV ICE APPL ICAT ION

Z SERIES CA MERAS
NEW

• USB Cable UC-E25 (Z 7II/Z 7/Z 6II/Z 6/ Z 5)
• USB Cable UC-E24 (Z 7II/Z 7/Z 6II/Z 6/ Z 5)
• USB Cable UC-E21 (Z 50)

Wireless Transmitter WT-7/A/B/C
(Z 7II/Z 7/Z 6II/Z 6)

BAT T E RI E S, C H A RG E RS & AC A DA PT E RS

SnapBridge
The free SnapBridge app for iOS and Android
enables an always-on connection between your
camera and your smartphone/tablet.

NEW

Rechargeable Li-ion
Battery EN-EL15c (Z 7II/Z 6II/Z 5)

(Can be downloaded from the Nikon website for free)

Z 7 II

Z7

Rechargeable Li-ion Battery
EN-EL15b (Z 7/Z 6)

NEW

Z 6 II

Z6

Battery Charger MH-25A

Power Battery Pack MB-N11

(Z 7II/Z 7/Z 6II/Z 6/Z 5)

(Z 7II/Z 6II)

Rechargeable Li-ion
Battery EN-EL25 (Z 50)

T V & V ID EO ACCES SORY

• AC Adapter EH-5b/5c/5d (Z 7II/Z 7/Z 6II/Z 6/Z 5)
• Charging AC Adapter EH-7P (Z 7II/Z 7/Z 6II/Z 6/Z 5)

Z5

Z 50

V I E W FINDER ACCESSOR I ES

HDMI Cable HC-E1

• Charging AC Adapter EH-73P (Z 50)

Battery Charger MH-32

Battery Pack MB-N10

(Z 50)

(Z 7II/Z 7/Z 6II/Z 6/Z 5)

(Z 7II/Z 7/Z 6II/Z 6/Z 5)

RE MOT E CO N T RO L ACC E S SO RI E S

M ICROPHONES

NEW

Wireless Remote
Controller WR-R11b
(Z 7II/Z 7/Z 6II/Z 6/Z 5)

Rubber Eyecup DK-29

Rubber Eyecup DK-30

(Z 7II/Z 7/Z 6II/Z 6/Z 5)

(Z 50)

Wireless Microphone ME-W1
Stereo Microphone ME-1
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Wireless Remote
Controller WR-T10

Wireless Remote
Controller WR-1

(Z 7II/Z 7/Z 6II/Z 6/Z 5)

(Z 7II/Z 7/Z 6II/Z 6/Z 5)

Remote Control ML-L7
(Z 50)

Remote Cord
MC-DC2
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SPECIFICATIONS – CAMERAS
Nikon FX-format CMOS sensor

Image sensor
45.7 million

Effective pixels

Image size (pixels)

24.5 million

• FX (36x24) image area: 8256 x 5504 (L: 45.4 million), 6192 x 4128 (M: 25.6 million),
4128 x 2752 (S: 11.4 million)
• DX (24x16) image area: 5408 x 3600 (L: 19.5 million), 4048 x 2696 (M: 10.9 million),
2704 x 1800 (S: 4.9 million)
• 5 : 4 (30x24) image area: 6880 x 5504 (L: 37.9 million), 5152 x 4120 (M: 21.2 million),
3440 x 2752 (S: 9.5 million)
• 1 : 1 (24x24) image area: 5504 x 5504 (L: 30.3 million), 4128 x 4128 (M: 17.0 million),
2752 x 2752 (S: 7.6 million)
• 16 : 9 (36x20) image area: 8256 x 4640 (Large: 38.3 million), 6192 x 3480 (Medium: 21.5 million),
4128 x 2320 (Small: 9.6 million)
• Photographs taken during movie recording at a frame size of 3840 x 2160: 3840 x 2160
• Photographs taken during movie recording at other frame sizes: 1920 x 1080

File format

Image-processing engine

• NEF (RAW): 12 or 14 bit (lossless compressed,
• NEF (RAW): 12 or 14 bit (lossless compressed,
compressed, or uncompressed); large, medium
compressed, or uncompressed); large, medium,
and small available (medium and small images
and small available (medium and small images
are recorded at a bit depth of 12 bits using
are recorded at a bit depth of 12 bits using
lossless compression)
lossless compression)
• TIFF (RGB)
• JPEG: JPEG-Baseline compliant with fine (approx.
• JPEG: JPEG-Baseline compliant with fine
1:4), normal (approx. 1:8), or basic (approx. 1:16)
(approx. 1 : 4), normal (approx. 1 : 8) or basic
compression; size-priority and optimal-quality
(approx. 1 : 16) compression; optimal quality
compression available
compression available
• NEF (RAW)+JPEG: Single photograph recorded in
• NEF (RAW)+JPEG: Single photograph recorded
both NEF (RAW) and JPEG formats
in both NEF (RAW) and JPEG formats
Dual EXPEED 6

EXPEED 6

•
•
•
•
•
•

24.3 million

• NEF (RAW): 12 or 14 bit (lossless
compressed, compressed, or
uncompressed); large, medium, and small
available (medium and small images are
recorded at a bit depth of 12 bits using
lossless compression)
• JPEG: JPEG-Baseline compliant with fine
(approx. 1:4), normal (approx. 1:8), or
basic (approx. 1:16) compression; sizepriority and optimal-quality compression
available
• NEF (RAW)+JPEG: Single photograph
recorded in both NEF (RAW) and JPEG
formats

• NEF (RAW): 12 or 14 bit (lossless
• NEF (RAW): 12 or 14 bit
compressed or compressed)
• JPEG: JPEG-Baseline compliant with fine
• JPEG: JPEG-Baseline compliant with fine
(approx. 1 : 4), normal (approx. 1 : 8), or
(approx. 1:4), normal (approx. 1:8) or basic
(approx. 1:16) compression; size-priority and basic (approx. 1 : 16) compression
• JPEG: JPEG-Baseline compliant with fine
optimal-quality compression available
• NEF (RAW)+JPEG: Single photograph
(approx. 1 : 4), normal (approx. 1 : 8) or
• NEF (RAW)+JPEG: Single photograph
recorded in both NEF (RAW) and JPEG
basic (approx. 1 : 16) compression; optimal
formats
recorded in both NEF (RAW) and JPEG
quality compression available
formats
• NEF (RAW)+JPEG: Single photograph
recorded in both NEF (RAW) and JPEG
formats

Dual EXPEED 6

EXPEED 6

100 to 51200 (expandable to 50-204800)

Metering

TTL metering using camera image sensor
Hybrid phase-detection/contrast AF with AF assist
493 (single-point AF)

AF detection range
Approximate maximum frame advance rate
Number of shots in continuous shooting (RAW)

-3 to +19 EV
(-4 to +19 EV with low-light AF)

-4.5 to +19 EV
(-6 to +19 EV with low-light AF)

9 fps

14 fps

12 fps

4.5 fps

11 fps

124 (12-bit lossless compressed)

35 (12-bit lossless compressed)

100 (12-bit lossless compressed)

35 (12-bit)

1/8000 to 30 s

1/4000 to 30 s
X=1/200 s

ISO 518 hot-shoe with sync and data contacts and safety lock
Yes

Nikon Creative Lighting System
5-axis image sensor shift

On-board VR
8-cm/3.2-in., approx. 2100k-dot tilting TFT touch-sensitive LCD with 170° viewing angle

Weight

Hi-Speed USB with Micro-B connector;
connection to built-in USB port is
recommended
Type D HDMI connector

Built-in Wi-Fi/Bluetooth (SnapBridge)

Wireless

Dimensions (W × H × D)

Approx. 2360k-dot (XGA) OLED EVF,
approx. 100% frame coverage,
approx. 1.02× magnification

Type C HDMI connector

HDMI output

Battery pack

8-cm/3.2-in., approx. 1040k-dot tilting TFT touch-sensitive LCD with 170° viewing angle

Type C USB connector (SuperSpeed USB);
connection to built-in USB port is recommended

USB

Battery

–

8-cm/3.2-in., approx. 2100k-dot tilting TFT touch-sensitive LCD with 170° viewing angle
Approx. 3690k-dot (Quad VGA) OLED EVF,
approx. 100% frame coverage,
approx. 0.8× magnification

Viewfinder

Battery life (Based on CIPA Standards)

-4 to +19 EV
(-2 to +19 EV without low-light AF)

23 (12-bit lossless compressed)

Accessory shoe

Media slots

209 (single-point AF)
-3 to +19 EV
(-2 to +19 EV without low-light AF)

10 fps

Shutter speed

Videos

-2 to +19 EV
(-4 to +19 EV with low-light AF)

100 to 51200 (expandable to 204800)

77 (12-bit lossless compressed)

Flash sync speed

Monitor

EXPEED 6
100 to 51200 (expandable to 50-102400)

273 (single-point AF)
-1 to +19 EV
(-4 to +19 EV with low-light AF)

• DX (24x16) image area 5568 x 3712
(L: 20.7 million), 4176 x 2784 (M: 11.6
million), 2784 x 1856 (S: 5.2 million)
• 1 : 1 (16x16) image area 3712 x 3712
(L: 13.8 million), 2784 x 2784 (M: 7.8
million), 1856 x 1856 (S: 3.4 million)
• 16 : 9 (24x14) image area 5568 x 3128
(L: 17.4 million), 4176 x 2344 (M: 9.8 million),
2784 x 1560 (S: 4.3 million)
• Photographs taken during movie
recording at a frame size of 3840 x 2160:
3840 x 2160
• Photographs taken during movie
recording at a frame size of 1920 x 1080:
1920 x 1080

• NEF (RAW): 12 or 14 bit (lossless
compressed, compressed, or
uncompressed); large, medium and small
available (medium and small images are
recorded at a bit depth of 12 bits using
lossless compression)
• TIFF (RGB)

Autofocus
Focus points

20.9 million

• FX (36x24) image area: 6016 x 4016
(L: 24.2 million), 4512 x 3008 (M: 13.6
million), 3008 x 2008 (S: 6.0 million)
• DX (24x16) image area: 3936 x 2624
FX (36x24) image area: 6048 x 4024 (L: 24.3 million), 4528 x 3016 (M: 13.7 million),
(L: 10.3 million), 2944 x 1968 (M: 5.8
3024 x 2016 (S: 6.1 million)
million), 1968 x 1312 (S: 2.6 million)
DX (24x16) image area: 3936 x 2624 (L: 10.3 million), 2944 x 1968 (M: 5.8 million),
• 1 : 1 (24x24) image area: 4016 x 4016
1968 x 1312 (S: 2.6 million)
(L: 16.1 million), 3008 x 3008 (M: 9.0
1 : 1 (24x24) image area: 4016 x 4016 (L: 16.1 million), 3008 x 3008 (M: 9.0 million),
million), 2000 x 2000 (S: 4.0 million)
2000 x 2000 (S: 4.0 million)
• 16 : 9 (36x20) image area: 6016 x 3384
16 : 9 (36x20) image area: 6048 x 3400 (L: 20.6 million), 4528 x 2544 (M: 11.5 million),
(L: 20.4 million), 4512 x 2536 (M: 11.4
3024 x 1696 (S: 5.1 million)
million), 3008 x 1688 (S: 5.1 million)
Photographs taken during movie recording at a frame size of 3840 x 2160: 3840 x 2160
• Photographs taken during movie
Photographs taken during movie recording at other frame sizes: 1920 x 1080
recording at a frame size of 3840 x 2160:
3840 x 2160
• Photographs taken during movie recording
at other frame sizes: 1920 x 1080

64 to 25600 (expandable to 32-102400)

ISO sensitivity

4K UHD/60p, Full HD/120p,
time-lapse movies,
N-Log (HDMI 10-bit output),
Electronic VR

4K UHD/30p, Full HD/120p,
time-lapse movies,
N-Log (HDMI 10-bit output),
Electronic VR

4K UHD/60p*, Full HD/120p,
time-lapse movies,
N-Log (HDMI 10-bit output),
Electronic VR

4K UHD/30p, Full HD/120p,
time-lapse movies,
N-Log (HDMI 10-bit output),
Electronic VR

Double (CFexpress/XQD/SD/UHS-II compliant
SDHC/SDXC)

Single (XQD/CFexpress)

Double (CFexpress/XQD/SD/UHS-II
compliant SDHC/SDXC)

Single (XQD/CFexpress)

EN-EL15c Rechargeable Li-ion Battery

EN-EL15b Rechargeable Li-ion Battery

EN-EL15c Rechargeable Li-ion Battery

EN-EL15b Rechargeable Li-ion Battery

EN-EL15c Rechargeable Li-ion Battery

EN-EL25 Rechargeable Li-ion Battery

380

330

400

310

470

280

MB-N10 Battery Pack,
MB-N11 Power Battery Pack

MB-N10 Battery Pack

MB-N10 Battery Pack,
MB-N11 Power Battery Pack

MB-N10 Battery Pack

MB-N10 Battery Pack

–

Approx. 134 × 100.5 × 69.5 mm/
5.3 × 4 × 2.8 in.

Approx. 134 × 100.5 × 67.5 mm/
5.3 × 4 × 2.7 in.

Approx. 134 × 100.5 × 69.5 mm/
5.3 × 4 × 2.8 in.

Approx. 134 × 100.5 × 67.5 mm/
5.3 × 4 × 2.7 in.

Approx. 134 × 100.5 × 69.5 mm/
5.3 × 4 × 2.8 in.

Approx. 126.5 × 93.5 × 60 mm/
5 × 3.7 × 2.4 in.

Approx. 705g/1 lb 8.9 oz

Approx. 675g/1 lb 7.9 oz

Approx. 705g/1 lb 8.9 oz

Approx. 675g/1 lb 7.9 oz

Approx. 675g/1 lb 7.9 oz

Approx. 450g/15.9 oz

• XQD is a trademark of Sony Corporation.
• The Bluetooth® word mark and logos are registered trademarks owned by Bluetooth SIG, Inc. and any use of such marks by Nikon Corporation is under license.
• Other products and brand names are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective companies.
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Nikon DX-format CMOS sensor

4K UHD/30p, Full HD/120p,
time-lapse movies,
Electronic VR

4K UHD/30p, Full HD/60p,
time-lapse movies,
Electronic VR

Double (SD/UHS-II compliant SDHC/SDXC)

* Available from February 2021 with firmware update.
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SPECIFICATIONS – LENSES
Lens

Lens
construction
[groups/
elements]

Angle of view Angle of view
with
with
DX-format
FX-format
cameras
cameras

Vibration Reduction (VR)
Focusing
system

Effect in
stops*1

VR mode

Tripod
vibration
reduction

Number of
diaphragm
blades

Minimum
f-stop

Minimum
focus distance

Maximum
reproduction
ratio

Weight

Diameter x length

FilterLens cap
attachment size
type

Lens hood

Lens case

NIKKOR Z 58mm f/0.95 S Noct

10/17

40˚50'

27˚20'

Front focusing

–

–

–

11

16

0.5 m/1.64 ft

0.19×

2000 g/4 lb 6.6 oz

102×153 mm/4.1×6.1 in.

82 mm

Snap-on

HN-38
(provided)

CT-101
(provided)

NIKKOR Z 50mm f/1.2 S

15/17

47°

31°30'

Multi-focusing
system, IF

–

–

–

9

16

0.45 m/1.48 ft

0.15×

1090 g/2 lb 6.5 oz

89.5×150 mm/3.6×6 in.

82 mm

Snap-on

HB-94
(provided)

CL-C2
(provided)

NIKKOR Z 20mm f/1.8 S

11/14

94˚

70˚

Multi-focusing
system, IF

–

–

–

9

16

0.2 m/0.66 ft

0.19×

505 g/1 lb 1.9 oz

84.5×108.5 mm/3.4×4.3 in.

77 mm

Snap-on

HB-95
(provided)

CL-C1
(provided)

NIKKOR Z 24mm f/1.8 S

10/12

84˚

61˚

Multi-focusing
system, RF

–

–

–

9

16

0.25 m/0.82 ft

0.15×

450 g/15.9 oz

78×96.5 mm/3.1×3.8 in

72 mm

Snap-on

HB-88
(provided)

CL-C1
(provided)

NIKKOR Z 35mm f/1.8 S

9/11

63˚

44˚

Multi-focusing
system, RF

–

–

–

9

16

0.25 m/0.82 ft

0.19×

370 g/13.1 oz

73×86 mm/2.9×3.4 in.

62 mm

Snap-on

HB-89
(provided)

CL-C1
(provided)

NIKKOR Z 50mm f/1.8 S

9/12

47˚

31˚30'

IF

–

–

–

9

16

0.4 m/1.32 ft

0.15×

415 g/14.7 oz

76×86.5 mm/3.0×3.4 in.

62 mm

Snap-on

HB-90
(provided)

CL-C1
(provided)

NIKKOR Z 85mm f/1.8 S

8/12

28˚30'

18˚50'

Multi-focusing
system, IF

–

–

–

9

16

0.8 m/2.62 ft

0.12×

470 g/1 lb 0.6 oz

75×99 mm/3.0×3.9 in.

67 mm

Snap-on

HB-91
(provided)

CL-C1
(provided)

NIKKOR Z 14-24mm f/2.8 S

11/16

114˚-84˚

90˚-61˚

IF

–

–

–

9

22

0.28 m/0.92 ft

0.13×

650 g/1 lb 7 oz

88.5×124.5 mm/3.5×5 in.

112 mm

Snap-on

HB-96/97
(provided)

CL-C2
(provided)

NIKKOR Z 24-70mm f/2.8 S

15/17

84˚-34˚20'

61˚-22˚50'

Multi-focusing
system, IF

–

–

–

9

22

0.38 m/1.25 ft

0.22×

805 g/1 lb 12.4 oz

89×126 mm/3.5×5.0 in.

82 mm

Snap-on

HB-87
(provided)

CL-C2
(provided)

NIKKOR Z 70-200mm f/2.8 VR S

18/21

34˚20'-12˚20'

22˚50'-8˚

Multi-focusing
system, IF

5.5

Normal/Sport

✓

9

22

0.5 m/1.64 ft

0.2×

1440 g (1360 g)/
3 lb 2.8 oz (3 lb)*2

89×220 mm/3.6×8.7 in.

77 mm

Snap-on

HB-92
(provided)

CL-C3
(provided)

NIKKOR Z 14-30mm f/4 S

12/14

114˚-72˚

90˚-50˚

IF

–

–

–

7

22

0.28 m/0.92 ft

0.16×

485 g/1 lb 1.2 oz

89×85 mm/3.5×3.3 in.

82 mm

Snap-on

HB-86
(provided)

CL-C1
(provided)

NIKKOR Z 24-70mm f/4 S

11/14

84˚-34˚20'

61˚-22˚50'

IF

–

–

–

7

22

0.3 m/0.99 ft

0.3×

500 g/1 lb 1.7 oz

77.5×88.5 mm/3.1×3.5 in.

72 mm

Snap-on

HB-85
(provided)

CL-C1
(provided)

NIKKOR Z 24-50mm f/4-6.3

10/11

84˚-47˚

61˚-31˚30'

IF

–

–

–

7

22-36

0.35m/1.15 ft

0.17×

195 g/6.9 oz

73.5×51 mm/2.9×2.1 in.

52 mm

Snap-on

HB-98
(optional)

CL-C4
(optional)

NIKKOR Z 24-200mm f/4-6.3 VR

15/19

84˚-12˚20'

61˚-8˚

IF

5.0

Normal/Sport

✓

7

22-36

0.5 m/1.64 ft

0.28×

570 g/1 lb 4.2 oz

76.5×114 mm/3.1×4.5 in.

67 mm

Snap-on

HB-93
(provided)

CL-C1
(provided)

7/9

–

83˚-31˚30

IF

4.5

Normal/Sport

✓

7

22-40

0.2 m/0.66 ft

0.2×

135 g/4.8 oz

70×32 mm/2.8×1.3 in.

46 mm

Snap-on

HN-40
(optional)

CL-C4
(optional)

12/16

–

31˚30'-6˚30'

IF

5.0

Normal/Sport

✓

7

22-32

0.5 m/1.64 ft

0.23×

405 g/14.3 oz

74×110 mm/3×4.4 in.

62 mm

Snap-on

HB-90A
(optional)

CL-C1
(optional)

NIKKOR Z DX 16-50mm f/3.5-6.3 VR

NIKKOR Z DX 50-250mm f/4.5-6.3 VR

*1 Based on CIPA Standard. This value is achieved when DX-format lenses are attached to a DX-format camera, FX-format compatible lenses are attached to an FX-format
camera, and zoom lenses are set at the maximum telephoto position.
*2 Number in ( ) is the weight without tripod mounting collar.
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